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### Chapter III, Rule 7

Letter of appointment to employee under clause (f) of sub-section (1) of Section 6. No employee shall be employed in any establishment unless he has been issued a letter of appointment in the prescribed format as appended to this Rule.

Provided that, an employee who has not been issued an appointment letter containing the required particulars, shall be issued an appointment letter within three months of coming into force of this rule.

**Format**

1. Name of employee:
2. Father’s name:
3. Aadhar number:
4. Labour Identification Number (LIN) of the establishment:
5. Universal Account Number (UAN)/Insurance Number (ESIC):
6. Designation:
7. Category of skill:

The appointment letter should allow for the mother’s name in the interest of gender equality.

Research shows that women feel more ostracised and less motivated when they are subject to gender exclusive language at the workplace. In a study conducted by Harvard University, women felt a lower sense of belonging when exposed to a gender exclusive language, which received a mean score of 4.78 out of 7, as compared to a more gender inclusive language which received a mean score of 5.6 out of 7.

Women also reported less identification with the job when a gender exclusive language was used.¹

---
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Chapter IV, Rule 19
Safety Committee and Safety officers under Section 22 -
(1) Every establishment employing 500 or more workers except for the establishment prescribed under subsection (1) of Section 22 shall constitute a safety committee consisting of representatives of employers and workers.

Safety Committee and Safety officers under Section 22
(1) Every establishment employing 500 or more workers except for the establishment prescribed under subsection (1) of Section 22 shall constitute a safety committee consisting of representatives of employers and workers.

Research shows that reservation for women helps furthering their interests and demands. In the case of a Safety Committee, women may have unique interests and needs differing from men, and having women on the Safety Committee to represent such unique interests is necessary.

(2) The tenure of the safety committee shall be for three years. The safety committee shall meet at least once in every quarter. In case of mines, the safety committee shall meet at least once in a month.

(3) The representative of the workers shall be chosen by the registered trade Union. In case where there is no registered trade union the members may be chosen by the workers of the establishment.

Provided that there shall be adequate representation of the women workers in the committee.

(4) Safety Committee shall have the right to be adequately and suitably informed of

(a) potential safety and health hazards to which the workers may be exposed at workplace;

(b) data on accidents as well as data resulting from surveillance of the working environment and of the health of employees, conducted at such establishments.

(5) The owner, employer, occupier, agent or manager shall, within a period of 15 days from the date of receipt of the recommendations of the Safety Committee shall take action to implement the recommendations

(2) The tenure of the safety committee shall be for three years. The safety committee shall meet at least once in every quarter. In case of mines, the safety committee shall meet at least once in a month.

(3) The representative of the workers shall be chosen by the registered trade Union. In case where there is no registered trade union the members may be chosen by the workers of the establishment.

Provided that there shall be proportionate representation of the women workers in the committee, as per the total number of women workers in the establishment.

(4) Safety Committee shall have the right to be adequately and suitably informed of

(a) potential safety and health hazards to which the workers may be exposed at workplace;

(b) data on accidents as well as data resulting from surveillance of the working environment and of the health of employees, conducted at such establishments.

(c) quality, safety and appropriateness of the crèche facility, and of the bathrooms for women on site at the establishment.

Also, trends suggest that industrial accidents have been on the rise during the lockdown induced by the pandemic which adds to the need for women to have a representative committee to support their interests.\(^3\)

Evidence also shows that when appropriate and safe infrastructure, such as crèches and bathrooms, are made available to women, they are more willing to participate in the labourforce.\(^4\)

---
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Chapter VII, Rule 67
(1) The following conditions shall be met for employment of women during night or before 6.00 a.m. and beyond 7.00 p.m. in any day, namely:-
(a) the consent of women employ shall be taken;
(b) No women shall be employed against the maternity benefit provisions laid down under the Social Security Code, 2020 (36 of 2020); (c) adequate transportation facilities shall be provided to women employee to pick-up and drop such employee at her residence; (d) the workplace including passage towards conveniences or facilities concerning toilet, washrooms, drinking water, entry and exit of women employee should be well-lit;
e) the toilet, washroom and drinking facilities should be near the workplace where such women employee are employed; and

1) The following conditions shall be met for employment of women during night or any time period before 6.00 a.m. and beyond 7.00 p.m. as determined by the local authority, namely:-
(a) the consent of women employ shall be taken;
(b) No women shall be employed against the maternity benefit provisions laid down under the Social Security Code, 2020 (36 of 2020);
(c) adequate transportation facilities shall be provided to women employee to pick-up and drop such employee at her residence or any other place of her choice;
(d) the workplace including passage towards conveniences or facilities concerning toilet, washrooms, drinking water, entry and exit of women employee should be well-lit;
(e) the toilet, washroom and drinking facilities should be near the workplace where such women employee are employed; and

1. The accepted timings of work vary widely between urban and rural areas, metro and non-metro cities, regionally between states etc. Therefore, we suggest giving the power of deciding the cut off times for these additional obligations, to local authorities, who can consider various local factors before prescribing these cut off times. This will ensure that the cut off times are in line with local expectations and the additional obligations regarding the safety of women on employers do not end up being a disincentive for them to be hired for certain roles.
(f) Provide safe, secure and healthy working condition such that no women employee is disadvantaged in connection with her employment.

(g) in case of below ground mine not less than 3 women employees shall be on duty at any place.

(h) The provisions of the Sexual Harassment of Women at workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 2013 (14 of 2013), as applicable to the establishments, shall be complied with.

2. With the possibility of women choosing to stay at friends/family’s place closer to the place of work on days they are working late, it would be more convenient for women to have the option of being provided transport options to any place of her choosing rather than her residence only, an amendment has been suggested accordingly.

Chapter VII, Rule 68
The central government may declare by notification the class of establishments and the scheme, and standards for safeguarding of women in hazardous and dangerous processes.

The appropriate government may declare by notification the class of establishments and the scheme, and standards for safeguarding of women in hazardous and dangerous processes.

The parent Act provides the power of declaration of establishments/class of establishments which are dangerous for the health and safety of women to the appropriate government. Allowing the state governments to also exercise power would be preferable as a variety of local conditions have to be taken into consideration before declaring establishments/class of establishments dangerous for the health and safety of women.
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Chapter IX, Rule 87
The Central Government may identify the studies to be carried out to promote safety, health and welfare of inter-state migrant workers. Wherever required the Central Government may also consult the State Government or expert organizations involved in the safety, health and welfare of inter-state migrant workers.

Chapter XI, Rule 98
The examining authority shall record the Aadhaar number and signature of every candidate appearing before it for medical examination on the copies of the medical certificate.

The Central Government may identify the studies to be carried out to promote safety, health and welfare of inter-state migrant workers, including studies specifically emphasizing on promotion of safety, health and welfare of women inter-state migrant workers. Wherever required the Central Government may also consult the State Government or expert organizations involved in the safety, health and welfare of inter-state migrant workers.

As per Census 2011, over 64 lakh women were internal migrants for reasons of work/employment. This number is likely to have increased substantially since then, and it is imperative that the government conducts studies to ensure adequate safety, health and welfare for the large numbers of women who migrate on account of work.

There is no explicit rationale for relying upon Aadhaar number, especially as the coverage is not universal. It is instead suggested that the candidate’s identity be verified using any authorised government document, including Aadhaar.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter XI, Rule 99</th>
<th>A woman employee shall preferably be examined by a female medical practitioner. In case a female qualified medical practitioner is not available, the woman employee shall be medically examined by a male qualified medical practitioner only in the presence of another woman, provided that the woman employee has given her consent for such medical examination by a male qualified medical practitioner.</th>
<th>Given the chances of intrusion in privacy of a female employee while being examined by a male qualified medical practitioner, it is imperative that the woman employee explicitly provides her consent for such examination, so that the woman employee retains her agency and is not forced into any uncomfortable situations.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A woman employee shall preferably be examined by a female medical practitioner. In case a female qualified medical practitioner is not available, the woman employee shall be medically examined by a male qualified medical practitioner only in the presence of another woman.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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